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The estimated proportions are , 

= 0.2902, , and , and the

relative risk is . Insertion into formulas (16.1)

or (16.2) gives . Thus we would say that 21.9% of the prevalence of

chronic cough is attributed to occupational dust or gas exposure.

The standard error of logit( ) is calculated for the random sample

design by formula (16.5a) to be = 0.1982 and consequently the logit-

based 95% CI is .

To illustrate a case-control study the same data could be used, but

assume that they arose from a case-control study with m1= 386 cases and m2

= 3884 controls. With Levin’s formula (16.2) estimates of the proportion

exposed and the relative risk are needed. Using the prevalence of exposure

in the controls for estimating , i.e., 

approximating the relative risk with the odds ratio and estimating it by the

cross-product ratio  = 2.1220, the upward biased estimate of 0.2356

results. It follows also that the logit-based 95% CI, calculated with these

poor approximations to be (0.0062, 0.9388), is quite useless in this case!

Instead, using the unbiased estimate  in Levin’s

formula gives an estimated attributable fraction of 0.2456. In this case the

underestimation of  partly cancels out the overestimation of the relative

risk by using the cross-product ratio in a situation with a fairly common

symptom, i.e.,  However, there is still an upward bias from the

random sample estimate of 0.2190.

Table 16.2 Chronic cough vs. dust or gas exposure in the Hordaland Study of 
Obstructive Lung Disease, Norway.

Dust/gas exposed?

Chronic cough

TotalYes No

Yes 172 1067 1239

No 214 2817 3031

Total 386 3884 4270
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